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About This Game

RED: Lucid Nightmare is a PC horror game with Oculus VR compatibility. Play as Mercedes, as she tries to piece together a
missing persons case and strange, recurring nightmares. Each night you will have to explore and navigate the nightmare realm.

Puzzles, new challenges, and dangerous inhabitants of the nightmare realm will try to take you. Along with the nightmare
sequence there is a daytime sequence where the player can investigate a missing persons case. RED: Lucid Nightmare is

intended to be a trilogy that explores themes of mystery, horror, death, and recovery.
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red lucid nightmare. lucid nightmare red orb

One of the best games i ever played!

The time flyes by when jumping around like i stick man ninja!

hope for more maps and weapons in future. Where to start. If you love Jump Scares this is the game for you. From the creepy
background noises of \u201cYou will suffer\u201d, distinct \u201ccries of anguish\u201d and an overall just down right creepy
vibe, to the evil Jawa like monsters that take great pleasure in driving you insane; this game is scary. I dare you to play this game
in the dark with the volume up. The controls are easy to use, and the game is easily addictive. I highly recommend it.. Bejeweled
is a classic game that never stops making you come back for more. Each Bejeweled is practically the same and delivers the same
amount of fun in each. The goal of the game is to switch around a certain amount of jewels to put together a series of 3 or more
in a line to make that line or set disappear. The graphics are perfect for the game. The sounds in the game can feel repetitive at
times. The overall gameplay of the game is awesome and really burns some time for when you have time to spare. There are
endless stages it feels like. Each level of the bejeweled series has its own tricks and treats for you to enjoy. I highly recommend
playing these and getting any of these great Bejeweled games when you have a chance. I love playing them and these are highly
recommended for anyone working in the office or at home. I love this series and i know you will too!!. hmmmmmmmmmmmm
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm. Mecha Ritz is an innovative shmup with a uniquely
manic pace thanks to its adaptive difficulty system and creative patterns.

MR's big gimmick is that it adjusts the game's difficulty on the fly, according to players performance's, and awards higher
scores to higher difficulty runs. This isn't a new concept, having been done many times before in a variety of ways, but Mecha
Ritz executes it with a very special flavor. When you play well, the game's difficulty ramps like an out of control roller coaster,
providing instant feedback and a dazzling light show of chaos. "But wait!" you might be shouting while raising your finger
inquisitively, "doesn't that mean the game must be really really hard? I don't like the sound of being punished for doing well".
Well, actually, the games difficulty drops just as fast and as hard as it rises (once again, going back to the roller coaster
analogy). This is both a blessing and a curse, because the game does lack the tension of constantly fighting for your existence
that is so vital to the genre, but scoring and seeing how far you can push the chaos takes that drive's place, and allows the game
to become even more manic (and at times, completely insane) while feeling rewarding and fair.

Beyond the adaptive difficulty, for me, the game's true strength is more fundamental. Even if the difficulty were set in place,
Mecha Ritz is a masterpiece of adrenaline fueled pacing and cleverly designed stages and bosses. Stages are filled with unique
setpieces and mini-bosses who rapidly jump in and out of the spotlight like over-excited circus performers relishing their time
on stage. Bullet patterns and hazards do a brilliant job of forcing you to keep moving at high speed, as opposed to the slow
microscopic dodges in most bullet hell games, and make dodging feel thrilling, free, and fun, without sacrificing any of the
engagingly mind-bending chaos of traditional bullet hell shooters.

Mecha Ritz is a game that proves just how vital this oldest and purest of game genres still is, and the unending possibility for
creativity that lies within it. With its over the top manic gameplay and quirky audiovisual presentation, Mecha Ritz has easily
become one of my top 3 shmups ever made. Highly recommended.
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PS: If you're on the fence, try the original freeware version. It lacks much of the polish and content of this version, and
annoyingly forces you to unlock any level of difficulty beyond easy, but it's fundamental charm is much the same.. Audience ❤
☑ Beginner
☐ Casual Gamer
☐ Normal Gamer
☐ Expert

☼ Graphics ☼
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music ♬
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

☠ Difficulty ☠
☑ Easy
☐ Average
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Hard
☐ Unfair

§ Bugs §
☐ Bugs destroy the game
☐ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☑ Nothing encountered

☯ Story ☯
☑ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Frustrating
☐ Sleepy
☐ Boring
☑ Fun
☐ Challenging

۞ Game time / Length ۞
☑ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short (4 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
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☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☑ Full price
☑ Wait for Sale
☐ Don't buy
☐ Refund it if you can
☐ Free. Earth... Earth has nice pages.. I don't know what I expected but it wasn't playing the game while in a voice chat with
friends trying to explain why I'm laughing so hard.

I also was not expecting to basically read out lines the whole time becuase something rediculous happened and they had to know.

I have never had friends play a game without having to spend days begging\/bribing them to play (or buying them the game).
After 5 minutes of reading lines they just bought themselves each a copy so they could play and see why I was laughing so hard.

And then they knew.
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in a way, this is the true successor to marble blast ultra that we never got, but it's so much more, the aesthetic of the game is
superb and the customization is very fun, and it's very polished and has good options for lower end computers. damn near
perfect!

10/10. More than it says on the tin. Play whenever you have a couple of hours to spare.. Lots of promise!
unique to other sandbox games. concept is solid. looking foraward to seeing how far this will go.. I love this game. I love the app
version and I love the actual card deck building game. I have all the expansion packs.. Fun game,very easy to play,a lot of
minioms,tons of levels,pvp,market.
10/10.. Was a little bored at 1st chapter, however the game become more interesting in 2nd and 3rd.
Looking forward to finish last chapter. I feel like the game is little childish, but in total it's good.. Alright 1st review. Here we
go.
Gunslingers is...basically X-Com, but not X-Com. Ya know?
It loads pretty quickly, faster than most browser games I know of.
It's basically a
X-com PvP Game with no Aliens. Everyone's a mercenary. So I'll list the good.
Pros-
Nice and simple. Open game. click Battle, choose mercenary, grab some items, join game.
It's alrightish BGM for the lobby area type thing.
Graphics aight.
Gives you some AFK system type thing where you can send your peeps to do some stuff for extra XP, money, or upgrade
money (???).
John (the first dude you get, the sniper) He's pretty OP.
Leto (the medic) She's also OP.
Matches end quickly

Now...the not so good.
Cons:
Leto's OP. She's the medic. she can camp behind someone, and heal them all day...or herself and hardly die.
John's OP. He's the sniper. He can camp as far as needed, go into Sniper mode and hit you for 130-140 damage a turn.
Scout girl isn't fun at low levels, don't use her. Just send her for EXP.
Robot is just robot.
Other guy...who even uses him.
Oh, you have to get Gold to unlock them. Not in-game money. Real Cash money. The 3 others, (Leto, Robot, and Other Guy)
It's basically P2W.
BOTS. OH MY GOD. BOTS RUIN THIS GAME. "oh no they don't" OH YES THEY DO. BOTS RUN FORWARD, NOT IN
COVER. RUN RIGHT TO THE MIDDLE, EVERYONE ELSE ♥♥♥♥ING KILLS THEM. GG. Do you know how not fun
that is?
Scenario:
14-14 Team Deathmatch(whatever it's called).
Bot runs in (From your team), gets blown up. You lose. Half the time they're just scout bots dying over and over.

TL;DR - P2W PvP Mercenary Pew Pew With Bots
I'd give it a maybe.. I wouldn't have mind waiting for another year if they made an Eleanor route, like at least one choice in the
game which would decide how the story would proceed, not to say that Hagana was a bad character, it's just how the people
reading interpreted the previous installments, it's possible that after reading episode 1 and 2 some were rooting more for Hagana
because of the development on ep1 or some rooted for Eleanor because of the development on ep2.

I just thought that they should have considered the readers investment in these characters more (sorry Chris I'm sure some
people rooted for you as well), though it's more of my bias talking here. I'm sure by now you know who I rooted for (I'm a
sucker for blond types). Nevertheless, I enjoyed all episodes and was at my wits end waiting for ep3. Would I recommend it to
others? Definitely yes. (even if my best girl didn't win, don't worry you won in my fantasies)

Regarding the end it was beautiful, but 30 minutes more of dialogue wouldn't hurt write?(this misspelled word is intentional)
Instead of just still pictures, like they could have released it by January just to add that extra service. It was sad to see it end but
what can I say more, it's better to end on a high note than risk extending it just to see it plummet. It may seem to others that I am
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ranting or being sarcastic but no! I love the series and will be keeping an eye for stories like this and stories made by Spicy Tails.

Very Important to know before playing Episode 3
(Eleanor is best girl, I woundn't be mad if they pulled an "I love Emilia" sh*t out of the blue ^^). I only have a couple of hours
into it, but basically it's Bridge Constructor meets Happy Wheels. I like it!
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